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[The actions mentioned in the play can be altered by improvisation with the actors. Although, more 

actions must be found in the rehearsals, the ones stated here should be followed.] 

 

Day ∞-2 

(The central room of a very rich and luxurious hotel. Downstage, between the audience 

and the stage there is a wall all the way from the left to the right side of shut tall 

windows. Basically a glass wall. Stage right there is the reception desk. On it a desk 

lamp, a telephone and a small bell. Centre stage and stage left there are two dining 

tables with chairs. The light is cold and sort of blueish.) 

 

(Silence. The MAID [MD] enters. She is wearing a fox head and the classic uniform of 

a maid. Black dress with white lace and a white apron. She is young, keen, efficient, 

professional. She walks in. Stops and stares at the windows. Pause. Turns back and 

exits. Silence. The MD re-enters this time with a cloth and a bottle of window cleaning 

liquid. Stops and stares at the windows. Pause. She cant take her eyes off of them. Starts 

panting. Slowly starts moving towards the left end of the windows. Sticks her face on 

them. Tries to see what’s beyond. She cant. Pushes her face hard against the glass. She 

cant see what she wants. Slowly starts examining the whole body of the windows in any 

way she can. She touches, sniffs, knocks. This action takes her from the left end to the 

right end. Stops to think on her results. Slowly she walks to the centre. Stops and stares 

at the windows. She decides they need cleaning. She stays still. Starts panting. Stops. 

Slowly she walks to the left end of the windows. Calmly now. Professionally. With a 

clear goal in mind. She sprays the cloth with the liquid and starts wiping.) 

(At this moment The MANAGER [MR] enters. He is wearing a goat head and a formal 

suit. Black jacket, white shirt, black tie, black trousers and smart black shoes. He is 

authoritative, strict, assured, soft. He walks in. Notices the MD and stops. He looks at 

her. The MD realizes his look. She freezes. She stops cleaning. Pause. Turns around 

and looks at the MR. Pause. Slowly she starts walking and exits.) 
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(The MR is left alone. Content with this small victory of his, he walks to his desk. Now 

he knows what he is doing. He opens the desk drawers and takes out sheets of paper. 

Carefully, he spreads them in strategic positions on the desk. He then opens the final 

drawer and takes out a big, impressive guestbook. He holds it delicately, like it would 

break with the first wrong movement. Slowly he places it on the desk with the biggest 

respect possible. He stops and gathers his strength and determination. Motivated 

enough he opens it. Looks at it. His arm moves towards the inside pocket of his jacket 

reaching for a pen, but suddenly he stops. Slowly he turns his head to face the windows. 

Looks at them. Then he takes his look back to the guestbook, ready to continue what he 

was doing but he turns to look at the windows again. Something annoys him. He moves 

out of the desk and to the windows. Cautiously he examines them. Satisfied that 

everything is in its right place, he returns to the desk and he reaches his arm to the 

inside pocket of his jacket to take out a pen and place it on the desk next to the 

guestbook. He looks at the sheets and the guestbook in front of him. Yes, now he is 

ready. He fixes his tie. His arm moves towards the bell on the desk. He rings the bell.) 

(With the sound of the bell, a bass mechanical drone fills the space. This sound is 

ongoing. It doesn’t stop. All the staff enter from different places. The MD is carrying 

table sheets which she places on the tables. The COOK [CK] is wearing a hog head 

and a big old dirty apron stained with all kinds of filth. He is brutal, stiff, violent. He is 

carrying a cooking pot and a big sharp knife. The EVENT PLANNER [EP] is wearing 

an ermine head and clothes that indicate wealth. A white thick fur, a white impressive 

long dress with diamonds and white high-heeled shoes. She is delicate, airy, direct. She 

roams the room like she owns it stopping at different points to examine closely small 

details. The HAG [HG] is wearing a magpie head and an old black worn out dress that 

used to be elegant under a torn black and white coat. She is an odd one. Out of place. 

She doesn’t belong there. Like she is being constantly chased by something. Alert. She 

moves with her back against a wall not being able to take her eyes off the MD. The MR 

sees her and moves to get her out of the place. They all exit from different places apart 

from the MR who returns to his desk.) 

(The MD enters with a tray full of cutlery and dishes. She places it on a table. Takes a 

table sheet and spreads it on the first table. She then places the tray on the table she 

just made and proceeds to make the other table with the table sheet. It is as if she is 

performing something very sacred to her. Ritualistic. The EP enters. She is carrying 

white garlands. The MR, who was focused on the sheets of paper in front of him, 

suddenly raises his head. His eyes follow carefully the EP wherever she goes. She 

moves around the room trying to decide where the best place to hang the garlands is. 

The MR picks up a sheet from the desk and steps out of the desk. He lifts his hand 

holding the sheet towards the EP. She stops. Turns her head and sees him. Turns again. 

She moves towards the table the MD is making. The EP stops at one end of the table. 

The MD stops at the other end. Pause. The MD picks up the stuff that is placed on the 

end where the EP is standing and places it somewhere else on the table.  She returns to 

her original position. The EP lowers the garlands and places them on the table. She 

turns her head and sees the MR again, who is waiting with the sheet. She starts walking 

towards him. She stops. The MR’s extended arm with the sheet is raised up in front of 

her. She takes the sheet. Turns to face the windows. She raises her arms until the sheet 
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is on her eye level. The outside page is blank. She reads it. Turns it around. The outside 

page is blank. She reads it. She returns where the MR is waiting. Looks at him. The MR 

puts his hand in his inside pocket and takes out a pen. He extends his arm with the pen 

towards the EP. Pause. The MD is still waiting. The EP turns her head to look at the 

windows. She turns it again to look at the pen. She takes it. She signs the sheet of paper. 

Turns it around. She signs this side as well. She gives the sheet and the pen to the MR. 

Simultaneously the EP and the MR move away from each other. The MR returns to his 

desk and the EP returns to the table to stand at the end she previously did. She picks up 

the garlands looking at the MD. As soon as the garlands leave the table the MD 

proceeds to place the stuff she had previously moved back to where it was and continues 

to make the first table, taking dishes from the tray and placing them on the table. The 

EP moves around the room holding the garlands trying to find the best place to hang 

them.) 

(The CK enters. He is carrying a big sack of vegetables. He pays no attention to anyone. 

The EP stops and fixes her eyes on the CK. The CK crosses the room dragging the sack 

behind him and exits. The MR picks up the pen on his desk and slowly starts raising it 

above his head in a majestic gesture, ready to write down in the guestbook, as if the 

pen was an instrument sent down by the gods. The EP exits from the same place where 

the CK left.) 

(The MD is making the table. The EP enters holding a long magnificent throw. It is 

folded in her hands. She moves around the room trying to find the best place to put it. 

Whenever she stops somewhere she lets the throw unfold and stays there for some time 

trying to decide if it is the right choice. Then she folds back the throw and continues 

her movement. The CK enters. He moves towards the table the MD is making as if he 

wants to sit on a chair. Before he gets too close he stops. The MD starts panting but 

continues making the table. The MR is near the peak of his gesture. The HG enters and 

stands stage left the furthest away from the desk. She slowly raises her arm to point 

with the finger at the MR’s raised pen. Now the MR is at the peak of his gesture. Ηis 

hand fully extended above his head. They all stop and slowly turn to look at the MR’s 

pen apart from the MR who is hunched down on the guestbook, his hand still risen 

above his head. The MD, the EP and the CK lean towards the MR. Pause. The MR 

quickly drops his hand and places the pen on the desk with a bang as he lifts his hunched 

torso upright. The others turn away and keep doing what they were doing before. The 

MD keeps making the table panting. The CK is standing behind the same chair. The EP 

keeps moving around with the throw in her hands. The HG lowers her pointing arm. 

The HG quickly exits. The EP moves to the centre of the stage and unfolds the throw. 

She places it on the floor in front of her. She gathers all her grace and elegance. 

Carefully, she steps on the throw. She looks at the CK. He doesn’t look at her. She takes 

her look away and raises her arms in an imaginary embrace with the air in front of her. 

She starts dancing waltz. She pays great attention not to step outside of the throw. The 

CK turns away from the chair and starts moving towards the exit. The EP realizes the 

CK’s movement and stops what she is doing to follow him with her eyes until he exits. 

When he does, she folds back the throw and picks it up unsatisfied. The MD, still making 

the table, stops panting.) 
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(Now there are dishes and cutlery in front of every chair on the first table. The MD 

moves to do the same thing for the second table. The MR is trying to force himself to 

not hunch over the guestbook. His body is stiff, tense. At times he loses control and his 

torso drops a bit towards the guestbook, but he gathers all his strength to lift himself 

upright again. The EP is trying different places for the throw. This time, however, she 

just walks to a place, stays there and never unfolds the throw. She simply moves to next 

possible spot. Unsatisfied, she exits from the way the CK went. The MD finishes putting 

dishes and cutlery on the second table. She stops and looks at it. Turns around. Starts 

moving towards the exit. the MR stops what he is doing and fixes his eyes on the MD. 

The MD stops. Pause. The MR looks away. Now she knows she can leave. The MD 

exits.) 

(The MR is left alone again. He moves out of his desk and stands beside the telephone. 

He stares at it. As time passes his body becomes more and more curved above the 

telephone. He is tense. Ready to grab it the minute it rings. The HG enters. She stands 

on a chair. Looks at the manager. She has an aggressive feel in her body. She is ready 

to leap on him in any moment. The MR looks at her. The HG turns her head and looks 

at the windows. She tilts her head as if she sees something she cant understand. She 

steps off the chair and exits. The MR returns to his desk and places his head on it, 

resting it.) 

(The EP enters. She sits on the table. She looks very feminine and sexual. The CK enters. 

He is holding a big rolling pin. He stops. The EP uncrosses her legs and leans back. 

The CK looks at her. Starts walking towards her. He extends his arm with the rolling 

pin to her. She slowly grabs the rolling pin firmly with both her hands. They stay there 

almost on top of each other, looking at each other. The MD enters holding a tray with 

glasses. She sees them and stops. Pause.) 

 

MD: There is work to be done. 

 

(The EP slowly loosens her grip on the rolling pin and lets go. The CK moves away and 

exits. The EP moves to the desk. She sees the MR with his head on it. She exits. The MD 

places the tray on the table and starts putting the glasses next to the dishes. The HG 

enters. She walks towards the end of the windows stage right. She stops and turns 

around to look at the MD. The MD stops what she is doing and turns to look at the HG. 

The MD starts walking towards the HG. She stops next to her beside the windows. She 

starts examining the windows in any way she can. She touches, sniffs, knocks. This 

action takes her from the left end to the right end of the windows. The HG follows her 

close by, panting on her as they move. They reach the other end of the windows, stage 

left. They stop. The HG stops panting. The MR raises his head. He looks at them. The 

HG turns and looks at him. The MD is looking out of the windows. The HG walks away 

and exits. The MR is looking at the MD. She is still looking out of the windows. The MR 

moves out of his desk and starts walking towards her. The MD turns and looks at him. 

The MR stops before he reaches her. They look at each other. Pause. The MD moves to 

the table and continues putting the glasses next to the dishes. The MR returns to the 
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desk. He stays there for a bit and then moves out of it to stand above the telephone. His 

body becomes more and more curved as time passes. He cant take his eyes off the 

telephone. He is ready to grab it the moment it rings. He is almost going to claw it, 

devour it as if it was his pray. The MD places the last glasses next to the dishes. 

Suddenly the MR grabs the telephone with a quick movement. The MD stops. She has 

finished. Pause. The MR and the MD turn to look at each other. [The staff enters 

as well?] The MR puts the telephone on his ear. Pause. Slowly he lowers it and 

places it again on the desk. He then returns behind the desk. The MD starts walking 

towards the exit. Before she reaches it she stops. The MR is paying no attention to her. 

The MD exits.) 

(The MR is left alone again. He is looking at the desk in front of him. He is clearly 

troubled. His body stiff, tense. As if it would break with the smallest movement. 

Suddenly he bangs his head on the desk. He lifts his head up again. He bangs it again. 

He lifts it up. He repeats this several times. After he is done he stays there behind his 

desk.) 

(The CK enters. He is carrying a big black rubbish bag overflown with vegetable peels 

and other food waste. As he moves the filth from the bag spills on the floor, leaving a 

trail behind him. The MD enters. She is holding a broom. She follows the CK sweeping 

the filth on the floor offstage. They both exit. The MD re-enters. She is carrying a big 

silver serving bowl. She places it on the first table. She turns around and exits. The MD 

re-enters. She is carrying another big silver serving bowl and a big ladle. She places 

the bowl on the second table. She turns around and starts walking towards the exit. The 

MR fixes his eyes on her. The MD stops. Pause. The MD turns around. She moves 

towards the table. She stands next to it holding the ladle with both her hands.) 

 

MD: Dinner is served. 

 

(All the staff enter. The MR takes the guestbook and the pen from his desk and moves 

out of it. He stands next to the desk with the open guestbook in one hand and the pen in 

the other, presenting them to the windows. The EP is holding a flower bucket. She 

stands near the MR presenting the bucket to the windows. The CK has both his hand 

behind his back. He stands between the EP and the MD further upstage. He takes his 

hands from his back. He is holding a big axe. He faces the windows with the axe ready 

by his side. They wait. The drone is getting louder and louder. It fills the space. The 

MD starts doing sporadic small nervous movements as if she is trying to hold her focus 

but something forces her to crack. She is trying incredibly hard not to break. She wraps 

her whole existence around that single effort. The drone reaches its maximum volume 

point. A loud sound of a big machine shutting down. The drone stops. BLACKOUT.) 

(Silence. Darkness. The HG enters. She is holding a lit candle. Her face is the only 

thing visible. She starts crossing the stage from the one end to the other.) 
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HG: One for sorrow 

        Two for joy 

        Three for a girl 

        Four for a boy 

        Five for silver 

        Six for gold 

        Seven for a secret, never to be told. 

 

(The HG exits.) 

 

Day ∞-1 

(Silence. The MD enters. Stops and stares at the windows. Turns back and exits. She 

comes back with a cloth and a bottle of window cleaning liquid. Stops and stares at the 

windows. She cant take her eyes off of them. Starts panting. She walks to the left end of 

the windows. She sticks her face on them. She pushes it against the glass hard. She tries 

to see what’s beyond. She cant. She examines the whole body of the windows in any 

way she can. She touches, sniffs, knocks. This action takes her from the left end to the 

right end. Stops to think on her results. Walks to the centre. She decides they need 

cleaning. She stays still. Starts panting. She stops and moves to the left end on the 

windows. Calmly now. Professionally. With a clear goal in mind. She sprays the cloth 

with the liquid and starts wiping. After she has moved a bit, a big red stain starts coming 

off from the cloth on the windows. She realizes and immediately she stops. Carefully, 

holding her panic back she examines the stain. A sudden thought passes in her mind 

and she realizes. She walks back. Away from the stain. Away from it. Away. She stops 

in the middle of the stage. Feverishly she tries to think on her next actions. She needs 

to find the correct way to face this. The fitting solution. Ah, yes she knows. She walks 

back and exits. She re-enters holding a big hammer. She stands in the middle of the 

room. She feels the incredible power she has given to her body. A newfound land. 

Decisively she starts moving towards the windows raising the hammer, ready for the 

hit. The MR enters) 

 

MR: No one is ever going to want you. 

 

(The MD stops. The hammer still raised in her hand. She considers it for a moment. 

The impulse to disobey. She turns her back to the windows to face the MR. She walks a 

bit closer to him. The hammer still raised in her hand. They stay there looking at each 

other. Finally she lowers the hammer and moves away. She exits. The stain remains 

there.) 
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(The MR is left alone. He has a bad feeling. He cant fully understand what happened. 

He walks to his desk and opens the drawers to take out sheets of paper. He places them 

on the desk in strategic positons. He opens the last drawer of the desk. He takes out the 

guestbook. He holds it carefully, with the biggest respect possible, as if it would break 

with the smallest movement. He places it on the desk. He looks at it. He gathers all his 

strength and determination. Motivated enough he opens the guestbook. He reaches his 

hand to the inside pocket of his jacket. Suddenly he stops. Something annoys him. He 

looks at the windows. He takes his look away and keeps reaching for the pocket but he 

stops again. He moves out of his desk and looks at the windows. Everything seems to 

be in its right place. But then he sees the stain. He freezes. He cant move towards it, 

but he cant stay there either. He has to do something. He leans forward with his legs 

rooted in the ground. He tries to have a better look. Pause. With a sudden movement, 

he grabs the desk with his arms, as if he needs its support to stay up. With his hands on 

the desk and his body fully supported by them he tries to spread his body in two. To 

dismember the upper body from the lower body. He fails. He must keep the panic away. 

He realizes. The only possible solution is right in front of him. He stands up. Carefully 

he reaches for the guestbook. He has to keep the panic away. Holding the guestbook, 

he walks to the stain on the windows. He looks at it. He turns the guestbook around so 

the pages face the windows. They are blank. He then proceeds to wipe the stain with 

the white pages, transferring the red into the guestbook. He walks back to the desk. 

Places the guestbook in front of him. He looks at it. His hand reaches to the inside 

pocket of his jacket and takes out a pen. He places it on the desk next to the guestbook. 

He tries to keep himself together. He fixes his tie. His arm moves towards the bell on 

the desk. He rings the bell.) 

(With the sound of the bell the same drone fills the space. All the staff enters. The MD 

is carrying table sheets. She walks in and looks immediately at the windows searching 

for the stain. She realizes it is not there anymore and she stops. She tries to understand. 

she then moves to place the table sheets on the tables. The CK is carrying a cooking 

pot and a sharp knife. The EP roams around the room delicately stopping at certain 

places to examine closely small details. The HG is alert. She moves with her back 

constantly against the wall. She cant take her eyes off the MD. The MR sees her and 

moves to get her out of the room. They all exit apart from the MR who returns to his 

desk.) 

(The MD enters with a tray full of cutlery and dishes. She places it on a table. Takes a 

table sheet and spreads it on the first table. She then places the tray on the table she 

just made and proceeds to make the other table with the table sheet. It is as if she is 

performing something very sacred to her. Ritualistic. The EP enters. She is carrying 

white garlands. The MR, who was focused on the sheets of paper in front of him, 

suddenly raises his head. His eyes follow carefully the EP wherever she goes. She 

moves around the room trying to decide where the best place to hang the garlands is. 

The MR picks up a sheet from the desk and steps out of the desk. He lifts his hand 

holding the sheet towards the EP. She stops. Turns her head and sees him. Turns again. 

She moves towards the table the MD is making. The EP stops at one end of the table. 

The MD stops at the other end. Pause. The MD picks up the stuff that is placed on the 

end where the EP is standing and places it somewhere else on the table.  She returns to 
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her original position. The EP lowers the garlands and places them on the table. She 

turns her head and sees the MR again, who is waiting with the sheet. She starts walking 

towards him. She stops. The MR’s extended arm with the sheet is raised up in front of 

her. Her arm very slowly starts reaching for the sheet. The HG enters. She is restless. 

She looks constantly at the MD. She reaches the windows. It is like she feels something 

is not quite right. She finds the spot where the stain used to be. The MD takes a fork 

and starts banging it on the table. The HG grows even more restless. She knows 

something is there, even though she cant see it. She realizes she cant do anything about 

it. She moves away and exits. The MD stops banging the fork. The EP takes the sheet 

from the MR’s hand. Turns to face the windows. She raises her arms until the sheet is 

on her eye level. The outside page is blank. She reads it. Turns it around. The outside 

page is blank. She reads it. She returns where the MR is waiting. Looks at him. The MR 

puts his hand in his inside pocket and takes out a pen. He extends his arm with the pen 

towards the EP. Pause. The MD is still waiting. The EP turns her head to look at the 

windows. She turns it again to look at the pen. She takes it. She signs the sheet of paper. 

Turns it around. She signs this side as well. She gives the sheet and the pen to the MR. 

Simultaneously the EP and the MR move away from each other. The MR returns to his 

desk and the EP returns to the table to stand at the end she previously did. She picks up 

the garlands looking at the MD. As soon as the garlands leave the table the MD 

proceeds to place the stuff she had previously moved back to where it was and continues 

to make the first table, taking dishes from the tray and placing them on the table. The 

EP moves around the room holding the garlands trying to find the best place to hang 

them.) 

(The CK enters. He is carrying a big sack of vegetables. He pays no attention to anyone. 

The EP stops and fixes her eyes on the CK. The CK crosses the room dragging the sack 

behind him and exits. The MR picks up the pen on his desk and slowly starts raising it 

above his head in a majestic gesture, ready to write down in the guestbook, as if the 

pen was an instrument sent down by the gods. The EP exits from the same place where 

the CK left.) 

(The MD is making the table. The EP enters holding a long magnificent throw. It is 

folded in her hands. She moves around the room trying to find the best place to put it. 

Whenever she stops somewhere she lets the throw unfold and stays there for some time 

trying to decide if it is the right choice. Then she folds back the throw and continues 

her movement. The CK enters. He moves towards the table the MD is making as if he 

wants to sit on a chair. Before he gets too close he stops. The MD starts panting but 

continues making the table. The CK proceeds to sit on a chair.) 

 

MD: What are you doing? Who let you on a break? What are you doing here? There is 

work to be done. Get your filthy ass off the chair and back in the kitchen. Grab you pots 

and knives and start cooking you insufficient, dirty, insulting piece of shit. Don’t ever 

show your face here. Not to me. You violate this room with your presence. I despise 

you. You disgust me. I look at you and I want to puke myself out. Empty my insides on 

your dirty, unshaped head and spit on you. Back. Get out. 
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(Pause) 

 

CK: Take off your clothes and stand on the table. 

 

(The MR is near the peak of his gesture. The HG enters and stands stage left the furthest 

away from the desk. She slowly raises her arm to point with the finger at the MR’s 

raised pen. Now the MR is at the peak of his gesture. Ηis hand fully extended above his 

head. They all stop and slowly turn to look at the MR’s pen apart from the MR who is 

hunched down on the guestbook, his hand still risen above his head. The MD, the EP 

and the CK lean towards the MR. Pause. The MR quickly drops his hand and places 

the pen on the desk with a bang as he lifts his hunched torso upright. The others turn 

away and keep doing what they were doing before. The MD keeps making the table 

panting. The CK is standing behind the same chair. The EP keeps moving around with 

the throw in her hands. The HG lowers her pointing arm. The HG quickly exits. The EP 

moves to the centre of the stage and unfolds the throw. She places it on the floor in front 

of her. She gathers all her grace and elegance. Carefully, she steps on the throw. She 

looks at the CK. He doesn’t look at her. She takes her look away and raises her arms 

in an imaginary embrace with the air in front of her. She starts dancing waltz. She pays 

great attention not to step outside of the throw. At times her arms move away from the 

embrace to grab other parts of the imaginary body she is holding. She starts doing more 

sexual movements on it. The CK turns away from the chair and starts moving towards 

the exit. The EP realizes the CK’s movement and stops what she is doing to follow him 

with her eyes until he exits. When he does, she folds back the throw and picks it up 

unsatisfied. The MD, still making the table, stops panting.) 

(Now there are dishes and cutlery in front of every chair on the first table. The MD 

moves to do the same thing for the second table. The MR is trying to force himself to 

not hunch over the guestbook. His body is stiff, tense. At times he loses control and his 

torso drops a bit towards the guestbook, but he gathers all his strength to lift himself 

upright again. The EP is trying different places for the throw. This time, however, she 

just walks to a place, stays there and never unfolds the throw. She simply moves to the 

next possible spot. Unsatisfied, she exits from the way the CK went. The MD finishes 

putting dishes and cutlery on the second table. She stops and looks at it. Turns around. 

Starts moving towards the exit. the MR stops what he is doing and fixes his eyes on the 

MD. The MD stops. Pause. The MR looks away. Now she knows she can leave. The MD 

exits.) 

(The MR is left alone again. He moves out of his desk and stands beside the telephone. 

He stares at it. As time passes his body becomes more and more curved above the 

telephone. He is tense. Ready to grab it the minute it rings. The HG enters. She stands 

on a chair. Looks at the manager. She has an aggressive feel in her body. She is ready 

to leap on him in any moment. The MR looks at her. The HG turns her head and looks 

at the windows. She tilts her head as if she sees something she cant understand. She 

turns her head again and looks at the MR. He starts walking towards her, but the HG 

steps off the chair. That makes him stop. She grabs the chair and moves towards the 
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windows. She throws the chair on the place where the spot used to be. She turns her 

head to look at him. He stands there witnessing this moment in awe. She walks away 

and exits. The CK enters. He is holding a big axe. He is nervous, restless. Like 

something woke him up. Slightly afraid even. He looks at the chair near the windows 

and then at the MR. The MR proceeds to get the chair and place it where it was at the 

table. The CK is satisfied. Everything is still alright. He exits. The MR returns to his 

desk and places his head on it, resting it.) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


